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MFAS-6 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Layout the (6) intermediate panels flat on the floor. Use padding if necessary to protect the
finish.

2. Screw the (2) 1 318" floor glides into the T-nuts provide<:! in the bottom of each intenmediate
panel.

3. Locate the back panel w�h the attached angled cleat and position on the intermediate panel
whioh is flat on the floor. The grommet in the back panel goes up. With the lop of the back
panel flush with the top of the intermediate pacel, install the 1 1/2" PFH wood screws thro�gh 
the pre-drill holes in the angle cleat into intermediate panel. Verify that the back lip of the 
angled cleat, on the back panel, remains tight to the back edge of the intermediate panel, as 
you screw the two pieces together.. 

4. Repeat this process for all (6) intermediaie panels.

5. Stand up two intermediate panel a,ssembHes and align the angled cleat on the back panel of
one assembly with the top of .edge of the intermediate panel on the other assembly. Adjust the
floor glides as required for proper alignment. Align the back lip of the angled cleat on the first
assembly tight to the back edge of the second intermediate panel assembly. Again adjusting
the floor glides to align the panels. When properly aligned, install the 1 1/2" PFH wood screws
through the pre--dMlled holes in the angle cleat into the adjacent Intermediate pane! assembly.

6. Stand up another intermediate panel assembly and attach to the previous two assemblies in
the same manner. Repeat this process until all (6) assemblies are connected and form a
closed unit

7. Install the 24 1/2" angle mounting brackets, AMB's, at the selected height using the 1/4"· 20 x
1/2" long machine screws. Locate the AMB With the slots over the brass inserts, with the top
leg of the angle up, install the machine·screws and tighten. Repeat this process on all (6)
stations.

8. Slide the tops into position on each set of angle mounting brackets around the entire unit. Hold
or clamp the top in position while installing !he (4) 5/8" PPH wood screws through the AMB into
the bottom of the top. Repeat at all AMB's,

9. Install the shelf a$Semblies below !he worksurface at the height selected, usually 12". 18"
above the floor. Temporary support blocking from the bottom of the shelf to the floor speeds
this process. With the sctew cleats down attach the shelves to the intermediate panels with 1
1/4" PFH wood screws.

10. Install !he hex shapped cap over the center chase and with 1 1/4" PFH wood screws through
!he wood cleats on the bottom of the cap.

11. Install the plastic grommet inserts by tapping into the holes provided.
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